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Carenâ€™s Organizers has released a
new product for online shoppers on
Amazon called Drawer Organizer Set.

(Newswire.net -- August 4, 2015) Sanford,
FL -- This organizer can be used for
various purposes around the home or

office and has five pieces in the set that helps to store items in an orderly way.

The office organizer drawer set is lightweight at only 14.1 ounces. At this weight, the organizers can be easily be lifted
out when reordering or act as a container. According to Caren’s Organizers, their office organizer drawer set is
specifically designed with five detachable sections to fit any sized drawers. The company highlighted that customers
can mix and match the pieces to get the right fit for their drawer or closet. For the entire set assembled together the
dimensions are 11.9 X 8.8 X 2.5 inches, which can fit most drawers. 

Caren’s Organizers announced that the office organizer drawers are ideal for storing office supplies and stationery  as
well as for storing other supplies at home, such as baby supplies and clothing. They suggested that parents can keep
items such as socks, hats, bibs, underwear and other garments neatly in a bundle in their children’s drawers. They can
also keep clothing totally separated from other supplies such as baby powder, thermometers, diapers and other
accessories.

At the office, office attendants looking to keep their workspace clean and tidy can utilize the set as office organizer
drawers. While, at home, mothers looking to organize the kitchen drawer can use the drawer organizer to place
different kitchen hardware and supplies. Similarly, the men of the house can create a neater area in the garage to store
tools and equipment in drawers.

Caren’s Organizers Drawer Organizer Set serves also as a bathroom organizer for stacking soap, wash rags,
toothbrush, and toothpaste and hair products orderly in drawers. Additionally the organizer can act as a makeup tray
organizer. Now, users have a convenient space to store their makeup and accessories.

The Drawer Organizer Set is made from high quality material, which gives users the confidence that the 5-piece
organizers are durable and unlikely to become easily damaged.  Additionally, according to Caren’s Organizers, the
office organizer drawers are easy to clean. The company shared that the can user simply removes dirt with warm water
and soap using a cleaning cloth.

The versatile office organizer drawers are sold exclusively on the virtual shopping portal Amazon.

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B0100XQAMI/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1438256787&sr=8-
1&keywords=office+drawer+organizer&tag=yourj06-20

About Caren’s Market

Caren’s Organizers, sold by Caren’s Market and fulfilled by Amazon.com helps in organizing your things. The
organizers can be used for office organization, home organization, and more!

Caren’s Market

Caren’s Market
Sanford, FL 32771
United States
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